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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem 
"It became obvious not too long ago that the 
measurement of hearing function, clinically, called 
for more information than could be obtained by 
conventional simple pure tone audiometry. Innumerable 
examples of inconsistencies between the pure tone 
audiometric record and the actual demonstration of 
hearing by the patient prompted1 the elaboration of other types of hearing tests." 
One of the types of tests that have been developed to 
1
obtain a clearer picture of an individual's ability to hear 
what is important in his life (speech) is the speech-hearing 
test. This study will attempt to abstract and analyze recent 
research in speech-hearing testing. 
11 Justification 
The testing of pupils' hearing in most school systems is 
II 
.: carried out by either the school nurse or the speech correction 11 
,, teacher. In many hospital speech clinics the testing is done 
I 
by the speech therapist. In order to obtain a more complete 
picture of the hearing status of a patient, it is desirable to 
I ascertain the following facts: 
"1) The threshold for selected pure tones within aural 
spectrum by air conduction and bone conduction. 
2) The over-all threshold for human speech. 
1Goodhill, V., Rehman, I., and Brakman, s., nobjective 
Skin Resistance Audiometry," Annals of Otol. Rhino. and 
1 Laryng., ~' p. 22 (1954). 
1 
3) The discrimination of human speech. 
4) The presence or absence of recruitment. 
5) The characteristics of tinnitus, if present"l 
Speech correction teachers and therapists are familiar 
: with the principles and techniques of pure tone audiometry. 
However, as stated by Hirsch: 2 
"In the resent past, clinical pure tone audiometry 
had become almost too general. An expression of 
hearing loss in terms of individual frequencies did 
not tell the whole story about a patient's loss of 
hearing for speech. A determination of the relations 
between certain features of the Audiogram and measures 
•
1 obtained from such speech tests as spoken and whispered 
words provided one kind of solution to this difficulty. 
Another was partially provided by the analysis of the 
relative contribution of different frequency bands to 
speech sounds. More recently we are back speaking to 
the person - this time with scientific control and 
precision." 
In order that the therapist may make an accurate diagnosis, 
1 estimate prognosis, and institute a valuable therapeutic pro-
gram, it is vital that he understand the theory and methodology 
of speech-hearing testing as well as pure tone audiometry. 
This study will attempt to gather together the information 
obtained, and hypotheses set forth, about speech audiometry in 
recent research. 
'• ,, 
II Scope 
\ 1l The abstracts of research in this study cover two areas of 
' investigation. First, research in speech perception, and 
i 
,, second, research in techniques and materials of speech-hearing-
testing. 
1~., P• 24. 
2Hirsh, I. J., 
'I Audiometry Tests. 11 
"Clinical Application of Two Harvard 
J. s. H. D., ~' p. 152 (1947). 
2 
, The first area of research has had a great influence on the 
I 
development of the second. 
"The recognition of speech is a large problem 
that involves both speech and hearing. Communication 
theory deals with one aspect. The psychologist and 
the phonetician have also taken acute interests. For 
them the key question has been: "What is the perceptual 
unit of speech?" ''Is it the phoneme, the syllable, 
the word, or the phrase?" Knowledge and thinki~ have 
advanced considerably in this area since 1929." 
Finally, an indication is made of the approaches to 
"objective audiometry" which have been undertaken during the 
past few years. This introduction may point the way to 
further study in this continuously expanding field of hearing 
testing. 
The abstracts of research contained in this study cover 
the years from 1950 up to the present date. 
lnavis, H., "Twenty Five Acoustical Years of Speech and li Hearing," Jour. Acous. Soc. Amer., g§_, P• 609 {1954). 
'I 
~ 
I CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND 
History 
"The last twenty five years have seen the 
development of precise techniques for the measurement 
of speech sounds as physical phenomena and also the 
measurement of a person's ability to distinguish the 
sounds of speech one from another. 
These procedures can be applied to practical 
clinical situations. It is necessary to know about 
the individual's communicative adequacy in his own 
society. At the present time, the speech part of the 
testing program that is available for clinical use 
can be quantified as reliably and easily as can pure 
tone tests."~ 
Articulation and intelligibility tests were first 
' developed by Fletcher-Steinberg and others as a tool of 
I 
measurement and research in improvement of telephone and other 
!· 
· communication systems. During World War II further progress 
inarticulation tests was stimulated by the need for improving 
1 
'I q 
war-time communication equipment. During recent years speech- II 
hearing tests as an adjunct to pure tone audiometric tests 
1 have received increasing attention. 
Purpose 
It is the purpose of speech-hearing tests to determine 
how intense a particular sample of speech must be in order that 
it be just intelligible to the listener, and at a given 
' intensity, how intelligible is a given sample of speech. The 
1Hirsh, I. J., "Measurement of Hearing," New York, McGraw-
' Hill Book Co. Inc., p. 119-120 (1952). 
I 
I 
~ 
4 
• first is threshold of intelligibility, the second has to do 
II 
with the measurement of the amount of intelligibility in a 
sample of speech that is presented at a fixed intensity. 
II Threshold intelligibility is the intensity of speech at which 
'I I, 
I the listener can repeat 50% of the speech presented. Represen-
11 
tative types of speech that are used for measuring intelligi-
I 
,, 
bility are: nonsense syllables, monosyllabic words representing 
II 
the different phonetic elements in frequencies of occurrence 
that are roughly the same as those found in normal conversa-
1 tional English, (these lists are called Phonetically Balanced 
Lists or P B Lists and were first developed at the Psycho-
~! Acoustic Laboratory of Harvard University), disyllabic words, 
sentences, and continuous discourse. 
Administration of Tests 
The particular procedure used for an articulation test 
depends to a large extent upon the purpose for Which the test 
is designed. There are different kinds of material from which 
· test items are chosen. The articulation score obtained for a 
lj 
I 
I 
given set of physical parameters will be different for different·! 
materials. Using a certain kind of test material, the intensity' 
at which speech is presented can be changed, the intensity can 
be held constant and the band of frequencies passing through 
the reproducing system can be changed or the amount of 
distortion introduced by the system can be changed. There are 
certain factors which determine the articulation score: 
intensity, speech materials, distortion, recorded versus "live" 
1 speech. One of the first tests designed to measure the 
I 
I 
I 
5 
threshold of intelligibility was incorporated in the Western 
Electric 4A Audiometer. Phonograph records were used on which 
were recorded two-digit groups at decreasing levels. Auditory 
tests #9 and #12 developed at the Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory 
are designed to obtain thresholds of intelligibility .for 
II spondees and short sentences, respectively. Auditory tests 
II 
' are also distributed by the Central Institute .for the Dear. 
I 
1 Clinical Speech Audiometrx 
I 
A person who requires a higher intensity than does a group 
1 
of normal individuals in order to repeat 50% of a list of words 
has a hearing loss for speech that is equal in decibels to the 
difference between his threshold and that of the normal. To 
measure discrimination loss the intelligibility at a particular 
intensity is measured instead of measuring the amount of 
! intensity required to reach intelligibility. Hirsh1 states the 
aims of clinical audiometry as: 
" ••• screening, diagnosis, and therapeutic 
evaluation: 1) Does a person hear as well 
as a person of normal or standard hearing, 
2) How much can a person actually hear, 
3) How has a certain kind of therapy 
affected his hearing." 
Since the probability of success in the fenestration 
operation is related closely to the accurate pre-operative 
diagnosis of otosclerosis, otologists today place great 
emphasis . on examination and functional hearing tests. In an 
I 
effort to provide more accurate advance predictions of success, 
a number of otologists have turned to special speech-hearing 
1 Hirsh, I. J., Ibid, P• 277. 
1! 
II 
j 
6 
tests as an adjunct to pure tone audiometry. Meltzer was one 
of the first of these. 1 The approach used by Walsh and 
Silverman (a statistical and graphic handling of the Meltzer 
Technique of speech-hearing test evaluation of residual cochlea~! 
function) holds promise in the problem of more precise diagnosis 
of otosclerotic deafness. 2 
I Correlation between Speech-Hearing Tests and Pure Tone Audiometry 
I 
Watson and Tolan3 discuss studies of this correlation. 
One of the earlier studies of the correlation between speech-
hearing tests and pure tone audiometric studies was made by 
4 Hughson. Although correlation at first appears to be poor, 
particularly close to threshold, the ratio of progression of 
loss does show a definite relationship. Use of late A. M. A. 
methods of calculating percentage of hearing loss, applied to 
this table, show closer correlation on loss level as well as 
on progression. 
In another investigation of the relation between speech 
sound discrimination and percentage of hearing loss, Utley5 
1Meltzer, L., "Instructional Courses on Functional Hearing 11 
Tests 11 , Am. Acad., o. o., Chicago (1946}. 1 
2walsh, T., Silverman, A., "The Appraisal of Hearing 
Before and After Fenestration", Laryngoscope, 56, 536 (1946). 
3watson, L.A., Tolan, T., "Hearing Tests and Hearing 
Instruments", Baltimore, Williams and Wilkins Co. (1949). 
4Hughson, w., "Correlation of Hearing Acuity for Speech 
with Discreet Frequency Audiograms", Arch. 0., 36, 526 (1942). 
5utley, J., "The Relation Between Speech Sound Discrimi-
nation and Percentage of Hearing Loss", J.S.H.D., 9, 103-113 
( 1944). 
'I 
I 
I' 
7 
·,. 
'. 
. ' 
found a relatively high degree of correlation (.88 coefficient 
of correlation) between percentage of hearing loss computed 
11 by A. M. A. method and the ability to discriminate between 
1 vowel-consonant elements of speech. 
Carhart, 1 in a later study of the correlation between 
speech-hearing tests and pure tone audiometric tests, shows 
that the highest coefficient of correlation between pure tone 
losses and speech-hearing tests is found either in the average 
pure tone decibel loss for the better ear or the decibel loss 11 
at 1024 cycles (correlation 0.69 and 0.68 respectively) and 
the poorer ear; the pure tone decibel loss coverage for 
· frequencies 1024 to 4096 inclusive (0.55). He states that the 
consistency is great enough so that it seems safe to state 
that the correlation between the two types of tests is approxi-
mately plus 0.75 when speech reception is measured by live-
voice with the Harvard list of bi-syllabic words. 
2 Harris, in a comparative study of 180 ears by pure tone 
decibel loss at 512-2048 and the Harvard word tests by phono-
graphic test found a high degree of correlation (0.93). 
Faults of Speech-Hearing Tests 
Watson and Tolan3 list some of the faults to be found with 
1 1carhart, R., "Monitored Live-Voice as a Test of Auditory 
'· Acuity", .J.A.S.A., 17, 339-349 (1946). 
I 
II 
2Harris, J.D., "Free Voice and Pure Tone Audiometer for 
Routine Testing of Auditory Acuity'', Areh.O., i1,, 452-467 (1946) ~ 
~ I 
3watson, L. A., Tolan, L., "Hearing Tests and Hearing 
Instrumentsn, Baltimore, Williams and Wilkin Co., (1949). 
8 
speech-hearing tests: 1) The vowel and consonant elements of 
speech are complex in frequency characteristics and generally 
1 have two or more widely separated points of frequency response. 
It is unsound to assign one specific frequency area to each of 
the various speech sounds and to attempt an analysis of an 
individual's hearing impairment for frequency word tests. 
I 2) There are the factors of effort and fatigue in speech-hearing 
tests. 3) Memory, practice, and time are very important in 
articulation testing. 
The"Social Adequacy Index" 
1 Hallowell Davis conducted a study to obtain a quantita-
tive measure of the social adequacy of hearing. Davis states 
that there is an obvious need for this quantitative measure, 
not only for medicolegal purposes but also to assess the 
1 therapeutic success of remedial procedures such as the fanes-
tration operation, auditory training, or the fitting of a 
hearing aid. This study devises a method for this measurement. 
It undertakes to 1) develop a convenient method for obtaining 11 
I 
the social adequacy index, 2) consider numerical values on 
this scale for the threshold of social adequacy, and 3) examine 
the properties and implications of social adequacy index and 1 
: some of its relations to other tests of hearing loss for speech I 
and pure tones. 
Using test materials such as the phonetically balanced 
word lists prepared at the Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory at 
lnavis, H., "The Articulation Area and the Social Adequacy 
Index for Hearing", Laryngoscope, 58, 761-778 (1948). 
II 
9 
Harvard, a measurement was made of the patient's ability to 
d~scriminate these words at three intensity levels representa-
tive of the range of actual speech. Besides the PB list, 
hearing loss for speech was measured with spondee words, simple 
sentences, two-digit numbers, and (threshold of} connected 
discourse. Ten normal listeners were used to derive an 
articulation curve for normal hearing individuals. The results 
coincided with those of many other studies. A scale of 
d;,scrimination loss (percentage of errors) and hearing loss 
(in decibels) was then derived. A table of social adequacy 
index for all combinations of these two variables (hearing loss 
for speech and the descrimination loss) was constructed. 
The social adequacy index is a single number that indicates 
how well a person hears speech under average everyday condi-
tions. It is suitable for measuring the improvement of hearing 
by a hearing aid and by the fenestration operation or any other 
therapeutic procedures. It fills a very vital need in 
measurement of hearing loss since the most important function 
of hearing is auditory communication. 
10 
CHAPTER III 
PERCEPTION OF SPEECH 
Introduction 
"At a more practical level an all-out all-around 
attack on the problem of auditory communication is now 
going on. It involves the diverse disciplines of 
physics, physiology and anatomy, and psychology. Each 
has its own methodology and concepts. Each speaks its 
own language. But they can be coordinated and unified 
by attention to something that is common to1 all of them, the concept of information itself." 
To understand the principles of speech-hearing-testing 
it is necessary to understand the purpose and content of 
research in the recognition of speech. This chapter deals 
j, 
with four main areas in this field of research: 1} information ' 
theory in its relation to speech communication, 2} perception 
I 
.: of speech and speech sounds, 3) perception of speech with 
', distortio~, and 4) speech analysis. 
1Information Theory 
"Information theory has already had a very 
considerable and helpful influence on experimental 
work in hearing, both at the psychological and 
physiological level. It is much easier to obtain 
clear and meaningful experimental answers if we have 
a sound theoretical frame of reference that enables 
us to ask clear and meaningful questions:2 
1
navis, H., "Auditory Communication", J.s.H.D., 16, P• 3, II 
(1951). 
2navis, H., 11 Application of Information Theory to Research 
in Hearing", J.S.H.D., 17, p. 197 (1952}. 
11 
Abstracts 
Davis, H., "Application of Information Theory to Research 
in Hearing", J. s. H. D., !1.' 189-197 (1952). 
The author states that information theory is applicable 
to research in hearing. He discusses a set of experiments on 
how the intelligibility of words is affected by context and 
vocabulary. He states that research in hearing at the level 
of the physiologist also feels the impact of information theory. 
It is the purpose of this research to study and define the out-
put of the ear more accurately than could be done before. The 
author concludes by stating that information theory has led to 
clear suggestions as to the kind of process to be sought in 
the activities of the nervous system. 
Fano, R. M., "The Informati on Theory Point of View in 
Speech Communication", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 22, 691-696 
(1950). 
This paper presents a nonmathematical discussion of the 
Wiener-Shannon theory of information. The resul'ts of this 
theory are used to estimate the rate of transmission of informa-
tion in speech communication. 
Miller, G. A., "Language Engineering", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 
22, 720-725 (1950). 
This paper is a discussion of the possibility of the 
constru ction of a science of language engineering. Using an 
illustrative problem, constructing an international language 
of the air, the author discusses the various problems involved 
and the cooperative efforts of philosophy, engineering, psycho-
logy, education, sociology, mathematics and anthropology needed 
I 
to solve these problems. 
12 
Peterson, G. E., "Applications of Information Theory to 
Research in Experimental Phonetics", J. s. H. D., 17, 
175-187 (1952). 
The author considers the general nature and purpose o~ 
the work which has been done in experimental phonetics. He 
discusses the information obtained about physiological and 
1 acoustic phonetics. He states that the new objective in 
experimental phonetics is to extract the phonetic content ~rom 
speech by automatic means. The author concludes by describing 
the major steps required in the design o~ voic~ operated 
devices and shows how information theory applies to these 
I problems. 
Weaver, w., "Information Theory to 1951- A Non-technical 
Review", J. s. H. D., 11, 166-174 (1952). 
II 
This paper is a discussion of information theory in general 
and communication theory in particular. The author discusses 
the essential features of the communication system and gives a 
definition and discussion of redundancy. He indicates that 
modern information theory has a great deal to offer to those 
concerned with speech communication. 
Perception of Speech and Speech Sounds 
"One limitation of existing studies, is that 
results are given almost exclusively in terms of the 
articulation score, the percentage of the spoken 
words that the listener hears correctly. By implica-
tion, therefore, all of the listeners errors are 
treated as equivalent and no knowledge of the percep-
tual confusions is available ••• A closer look at the 
problem suggests that we might learn something about 
speech perception and might even improve communication 
i~ we knew what kinds of errors occur and how to avoid 
the most frequent ones. 1 
!Miller, G.A. and Nicely, P.A., "An Analysis of Perceptual 
Confusions Among Some English Consonants", J. Acoua. Soc. Am., 
~~ 338-352 (1955). 
II 
I 
I 
13 
Abstracts 
Cherry, E. c., "Some Experiments on the Recognition of 
Speech, with One and with Two Ears", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 
25, 975-979 {1953). 
This paper describes a number of objective experiments on 
recognition, concerning particularly the relation between the 
messages received by the two ears. Continuous speech is used, 
and the results interpreted in the main statistically. Two 
types of test are reported: 1) the behavior of a listener when 
presented with two speech signals simultaneously (statistical 
filtering problem) and 2) behavior when different speech signals • 
are presented to his two ears. The results, the subject's 
spoken reconstructions are markedly different in the two cases; 
so also are the significances of these results. 
Cherry, E. c., and Taylor, W. K., "Some Further Experi-
ments upon the Recognition of Speech with One and with 
Two Ears", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 26, 554-559, (1954). 
The experiments described in this paper continue a series 
reported on previously in this Journal. A number of objective 
tests are described, directed toward the general problem 
concerning the faculty the individual possesses of perceiving 
only one acoustic world under normal conditions and yet, if his 
ears are stimulated by different signals, artificially, he can 
attend to one or the other of them. The tests were made with 
continuous speech (readings from light fiction) and the 
results assessed statistically. The first tests aimed at 
measuring the reaction time required to "switch the attention" 
from one ear to the other, as assessed by perception of the 
words of the message. A second set of tests showed that the 
14 
individual perceives only one speaker, as a "gestalt", when the 
ears are stimulated by similar messages, but with a delay 
between them exceeding twenty times that ever experienced in 
real life by virtue of binaural directivity. 
Cooper, F. s., Delattre, P. c., Liberman, A.M., Borst, J.~ 
and Gerstman, L. J., "Perception of Synthetic Speech 
Sounds", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 24, 599-606 (1952). 
This paper undertakes the study of the effects on 
perception of variations in isolated acoustic elements or 
patterns. In this way the authors hope to determine the 
separate contributions to the perception of speech of several 
acoustic variables and, ultimately, to learn how they can be 
combined to best effect. Methods, results, and working hypo-
theses are discussed. 
The authors conclude: 1) that synthetic sounds will be 
identified with greater accuracy if two or three cues are 
provided simultaneously and 2) that the problem is to sift out 
the two or three most efficient cues. They have already found, 
for example, that a transition added to a burst of noise 
improves the stop consonants. 
Curry, E. Thayer, "An Experimental Study of the 
Relative Identification Thresholds of 9 American 
Vowels", Speech Monog., 17, 90-94 (1950). 
This is the report of an experimental study in which 
trained phoneticians were asked to transcribe 9 American 
vowels presented at intensities varying over a wide range 
(3.9 db}. The intensity of the stimulus (the vowelj of the 
study) was reduced by one db steps until a threshold of 
15 
1 correct identification for each vowel was established. The 
results indicated that statistically significant differences 
in the intensity necessary to produce identification thresholds 
occur among the vowels tested. From this result, the author 
concludes that some factor in addition to intensity is 
contributing to the identification of some of the vowels of 
this study. Fourteen sounds were examined under conditions 
of reduced intensity, these included 9 vowels, two semivowels 
and three nasal consonants. Only the experimental results 
for the vowels are presented here. 
Edmondson, H. s. and Horvitz, E. M., ••cues for 
Vowel Discrimination", J. s. H. D., .!§_, 202-206 (1950). 
This study concerns itself with the testing of the 
hypothesis that the cue to vowel discrimination can be found 
through the use of the simple two-dimensional scale showing 
the frequencies of but two energy regions. Results were 
obtained by having a number of different persons enunciate the 
same vowel sound and by having a single speaker enunciating a 
single vowel sound a number of times. Conclusions are: 
1) There is considerable evidence that sufficient cues to 
, enable listeners to identify the vowels in connected speech 
I 
!1 are found in the frequencies below 4000 cycles, and 2) In 
1, plotting the frequency of Bar 1 versus Bar 2 for vowels in 
1i isolated words, considerable overlap occurs not only in plots 
1 of vowels spoken by several speakers but in plotting repeti-
' tiona of the same vowels by a single individual. 
IJ I 
I 
I 
I 
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Hirsh, I. J., Reynolds, E. G. and Joseph, M., 
"Intelligibility of Different Speech Materialsu, 
J. Acous. Soc. Am., 26, 530-538 (1954). 
The purpose of this study was to measure the effects of 
high-and low-pass filtering on the intelligibility of nonsense 
syllables, monosyllabic words, disyllabic words with three 
't different stress patterns, polysyllabic words and sentences. 
In addition, the study measured the intelligibility of these 
, materials as a function of signal to noise ratio in the 
presence of different levels of white noise and also as a 
function of speech level in the quiet. The second experiment 
was performed to ascertain whether or not syllables and other 
articulation could be predicted as well when the intelligibi-
lity was impaired by physical restrictions other than frequency 
dis tortion. The procedure followed in these experiments was 
as follows: 
1) A total vocabulary of 800 items was divided into 
four lists of 200 items each. Each of these lists 
contained a fifty word PB list, fifty nonsense syllables, 
seventy five disyllabic words (twenty five spondee, 
twenty five iambic, twenty five trochaic), and twenty 
polysyllabic words. Twenty five sentences associated 
with the item lists were constructed. 
2) The item and sentence lists were recorded. Four 
talkers were used (two male, two female). 
3) The first listening experiment was concerned with 
the intelligibility of the material when the playback 
was fed through six low-pass and six high-pass filter 
settings. The second part dealt with the intelligibility 
of the material, unfiltered, but presented with white 
noise or in the quiet. 
4) Listeners were six male college students. Their 
hearing was found to be normal. Listeners were trained 
in the use of diacritical symbols for transcribing the 
nonsense syllables and were given practice in responding 
to recorded word lists at a moderately high level, 
17 
sound pattern of the consonant vowel combination. 
Licklider, J. c. R., and Miller, G. A., "The Percep-
tion of Speech", Handbook of Exper. Psychol., 
1040-1074 (1951). 
The authors present a summary of the acoustic charac-
teristics of speech, the quantitative evaluation of 
intelligibility, the relation between intensity and intelligi-
bility, the masking of speech, frequency selectivity, phase or 
, time-delay distortion, empirical equations for articulation, 
amplitude selectivity, time selectivity, other types of 
distortion and individual differences. Conclusions are: 
1) Vocal communication is highly resistant to distortion and 
apparently no single dimension of the speech is critical. 
Types of distortion that alter the listener's ability to 
respond correctly are those that change the intensity-frequency-
time pattern; 2) The normal stream of speech contains many more 
discriminative clues than are necessary; 3) A spoken message 
carries information about the talker as well as about t he 
things the talker refers to. The listener perceives and 
evaluates vocal information that does not appear in the results 
of an articulation test. 
Licklider, J. c. R., "On the Process of Speech 
Perception", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 24, 590-594 (1952). 
The process of speech perception is analyzed into three 
main operations: 1) translation of the speech signal into a 
form suitable for the nervous system, 2) identification of 
discrete speech elements, and 3) comprehension of meaning. 
The a uthor states that the first operation appears to 
19 . 
correspond roughly to the transformation made by the sound 
spectograph. The second may be carried out by the neural 
equival ent of a set of matched filters. The third appears to 
involve a neural form of cross-correlation that exhibits some 
of the properties of the analagous electronic process. 
Miller, G. A., and Selfridge, J. A., "Verbal Context 
and the Recall of Meaningful Material", J. of Psychol., 
58, 176-185, (1950). 
The authors formulated a quantitative definition for 
, verbal context. This concept of verbal context was used to 
construct lists of words with varying degrees of contextual 
determination. Each set of 32 lists was read aloud and 
recorded. Subjects w.ere instructed to write the words they 
remembered as nearly in their correct order as possible. It 
was found that the longer the passage is, the greater is the 
usefulness of contextual associations extending over long 
sequences of items. VVhen short range contextual dependencies 
are preserved in nonsense material, the nonsense is as readily 
recalled as is meaningful material. Contextual dependencies 
extending over 5 or 6 words permit positive transfer and it is 
these family dependencies, rather than the meaning per se that 
facilitate learning. 
Miller, G. A., Heise, G. A. and Lichten, W., "The 
Intelligibility of Speech as a Function of the Context 
of the Test Materials", J. Exper. Psychol., 41, 
329-336 (1951). --
equipment. This paper deals with the second of these variables. 
20 
· Three kinds of context were explored: 1) context supplied by 
i the knowledge that the test item is one of a small vocabulary 
of items, 2) context supplied by the items that precede or 
follow a given item in a word or sentence, 3) context supplied 
by the knowledge that the item is a repetition of the 
immediately preceding item. Two subjects were used and they 
were asked to write the item heard through the communication 
channel. 
Conclusions arrived at are: 1} d. s criminability is a 
1 function of the number of alternatives and the similarities 
among them, 2) a whole word is harder to understand if it is 
heard in isolation than if it is heard in a sentence, 3} the 
repeated message contains approximately the same information 
and the same omissions that the original message contained, 
therefore, no strong factor is at work to improve accuracy on 
repeated presentations, and 4) as the range of alternative 
possibilities increase, the amount of information necessary 
per item also increases, and so the noise level must be 
• decreased to permit more accurate ~scrimination. 
Miller, G. A. and Nicely, P. A., "An Analysis of 
Perceptual Confusions Among Some English Consonants", 
J. Acous. Soc. Am., 27, 338-352 (1955}. 
In this study 5 female subjects served as talkers and 
listeners. None had defects of speech or hearing. Sixteen 
English consonants were spoken over voice communication systems 
with frequency distortion and with random masking noise. The 
listeners were forced to guess at every sound and a count was 
21 
made of all the di f ferent errors that resulted when one sound 
was confused with another. With noise or low-pass filtering 
the confusions fell into consistent patterns, but with high-
l pass filtering the errors were scattered quite randomly. An 
II 
· I 
articulatory analysis of the 16 consonants provided a system 
of 5 articulatory features or dimensions that served to 
others, so that it is as if 5 separate, simple channels were 
involved rather than a single complex channel. 
Peterson, G. E., ''The Information-Bearing Elements 
of Speech", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 24, 629-637 (1952). 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss those parameters 
which determine the phonetic value of vowel sounds as they 
occur in speech. Reference speech samples were played on a 
·magnetic tape repeater to the experimenter and the subject in 
a sound treated room. The subject then attempted to imitate 
It 
II 
or match the reference in phonetic value. When the experimenter 
with the aid of the subject judged that a successful match was 
obtained, the sample was retained for analysis. The author 
concludes that the data indicates the general analytical 
procedures which should be followed in the identification of 
front vowels within a consonant-vowel-consonant syllable. 
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First, a three-dimensional coordinate system must be set up. 
Volumes within this space must then be defined, with boundaries 
chosen arbitrarily to suit whatever system of phone allocation 
may be found most practicable. Second, in order to identify 
the vowel within a given word, a formant trace of the word must , 
' next be constructed within a three-dimensional coordinate 
system. A suitable sampling time interval would be about 0.010 
I 
second. The position along the trace at which the time samples 
are spaced most closely should next be observed. Third, the 
1 vowel is identified by noting the particular vowel volume in 
· which this position of the trace lies. 
Pollack, I., "On the Measurement of Loudness for 
Speech", J. Acous Soc. Am., 24, 323-324 (1952). 
In a previous paper the author discussed several experi-
mental procedures for setting up scales of loudness for white 
noise and for pure tones. In general the results obtained by 
various procedures were reasonably similar. However, when a 
speech signal was used, large discrepancies were obtained. The 
present paper discusses these results and presents a loudness 
scale for speech based upon the data available. 
Three experimenta l procedures were employed: 1) monaural -
binaural equal-loudness matchings, 2) fractionization and 
,multiplication, and 3) equal-loudness match against a 1000 
cycle tone. These results were obtained: 1) the results of 
li the half-loudness and twice-loudness judgments are in close 
I 
, agreement but they differ greatly from the monaural-binaural 
data (this contrasts with the relatively good agreement obtained 
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when either a pure tone or a white noise is used), 2) the 
large change in intensity needed to reduce speech to a level 
that sounds half as loud to the listener may be the result of 
a constancy effect analagous to the well known effect of "size-
constancy" in vision, and 3) the speech of a person talking at 
a fixed level does not seem to his listeners to change very 
greatly as the talker moves about the room, even though the 
speech level may vary considerably at the ears of the listener. 
Sherman, D., "The Influence of Vowels on the Recognition 
of Adjacent Consonants", J. s. H. D., 17, 198-212 (1952). 
This study is concerned with the question of whether 
certain consonants spoken adjacent to certain vowels are more 
readily recognized than when the same consonants are spoken 
adjacent to other vowels. The hypothesis was tested by: 
1) combining specific consonants with vowels on which the 
consonant is thought to have a relatively large modifying 
influence and with those thought to have little or no modifying 
influence, 2) using syllables contal.ning the selected combina-
tions as test stimuli to determine at varying levels of 
attenuation the difference in recognition of the consonant 
I 
~ 
which accompany variation of the adjacent vowel, and 3) treating 
the resulting data by the technique of analysis of variance 
to determine whether it is reasonable to conclude that real 
differences exist. It was found that the percent recognition 
of the consonant may depend upon the adjacent vowel, and that 
percent recognition of the consonant does not depend upon 
change in the physical pattern of the adjacent vowel. 
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Sumby, w. H. and Pollack, I., "Visual Contributions 
to Speech Intelligibility in Noise", J. Acous. Soc. 
Am., 26, 212-215 (1954). 
This study examines the contribution of visual factors to 
oral speech intelligibility as a function of the speech-to- II II 
noise ratio and the size of the possible vocabulary. The 
experimental variables manipulated were: the absence or presence 
of supplementary visual observations of a speaker's lips and 
facial movements, the speech-to-noise ratio under test, and 
the size of the vocabulary under examination. Results were: 
1) in general, speech intelligibility decreases as the speech-
to-noise ratio is decreased and as the size of vocabulary is 
increased, 2) the visual contribution to oral speech intelligi-
bility (relative to its possible contribution) is, to a first 
approximation, independent of the speech-to-noise ratio under 
test, and 3) the visual contribution becomes more important as 
the speech-to-noise ratio is decreased. 
Tiffany, w. R., "Vowel Recognition as a Function 
of Duration, Frequency Modulation and Phonetic 
Context", J. s. H. D., 18, 289-301 (1953). 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the possible 
influence on vowel re~ognition of certain cues which may be 
present in connected speech, but which are not considered in a 
!cross-sectional analysil of the acoustic spectrum of a vowel. 
1
controlled phonations of the 12 commonly distinguished vowels 
of the General American dialect were obtained from 4 trained 
speakers to produce a set of tape recorded stimuli. Eighteen 
trained listeners in a sound isolated room were requested to 
25 
respond by writing one of a given list of 12 phonetic symbols 
for each vowel heard. 
Certain tentative conclusions are offered. Vowels may 
differ markedly in the relative ease with which they are 
identified, i.e., in what might be termed their perceptual 
distinctiveness, at supra-threshold levels of intensity. From 
phonation to phonation the vowel phoneme may be considerably 
more unstable than has heretofore been supposed. Pitch modula-
tion may be a significant contributing cue to the recognition 
of certain vowels. Insofar as phonetic context can be said to 
provide characteristic periods of onset and termination to the 
vowel, and insofar as these are lacking in a vowel segment 
from which the beginning and ending portions have been cut, the 
present data may indicate that such characteristic variation 
throughout the length of the vowel in phonetic context may 
provide significant cues to vowel identification. Duration 
1 may have a phonemic value. 
Tolhurst, G. c., "Audibility-Recognition Sound Pressure 
Functions of the Voiced Cognate Consonants", J. s. H. D., 
19, 28-36 (1954). 
This investigation was concerned with the psycho-physical 
I threshold function of the voiced cognate consonants. Eight 
consonant sounds and a single vowel were combined in a random 
manner into nonsense syllables of the CV, VC, and eve type. 
These combinations were recorded and presented binaurally by a 
high fidelity magnetic tape recorder to 288 subjects. Some 
groups listened for audibility and others for recognition. The 
26 
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two f unctions were analyzed separately and compared. It was 
found that: 1) audibility thresholds of the 8 consonants do 
not appear to be significantly different, 2) sound pressure 
levels representing the audibility thresholds for all the 
sounds, except the initial (d), were significantly above the 
level necessary to detect the presence of the vowel, 3) there 
were real differences between the level at which a sound could 
be recognized in the initial position in relation to the vowel 
and at which it could be recognized in the final position, and 
4} the audibility thresholds of the vowel and 8 voiced cognate 
consonants were probably close to the threshold of pure tone. 
Perception of Speech with Distortion 
To obtain a clearer picture of how speech is perceived 
under every day conditions it is necessary to study the effects 1 
1 
of various distortions on the intelligibility of speech. This 
is especially important in the case of the hard of hearing 
· individual. 
I 
Abstracts 
Flanagan, J. L., "Effect of Delay Distortion upon the 
Intelligibility and Quality of Speech", J. Acous. Soc. 
Am., 23, 303-307 (1951). 
In this study speech articulation arid quality tests were 
· made on an all-pass system capable of advancing or del~ying 
one frequency band relative to the rest of the spectrum. 
Parameters in the investigation were 1) width of the advanced 
or delayed band, 2) amount of advance or delay, and 3) position 
in the frequency spectrum of the advanced or delayed band. 
II 
Data were taken at signal-to-noise ratios of 30 db and 0 db. 
The results indicate that maximum impairment of speech intelli-
' gibility and quality occurs when the delays and advances are 
of the order of l/4 second, and when the band that is advanced 
or delayed is near the center of the speech spectrum and has an 
articulation index equal to 0.5. These findings are related to 
data from statistical studies of the timing of speech energy 
bursts. 
Garvey, W. D., 11 The Intelligibility of Speeded Speech", 
J. Exp. Psychol., 45, 102-107 (1953). •I 
A new technique for accelerating speech, based on 
chopping out portions of the speech record on a plastic base 
recording tape, is utilized to inquire into the effect of 
accelerated speech on loss of intelligibility. At twice the 
original speed1. there is no effect on intelligibility of 
' discrete spondaic words; at 2.5 acceleration there is less than 
' 10% loss in intelligibility. 
Hirsh, I. J., "The Relation Between Localization and 
Intelligibility", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 22, 196-200 
(1950). 
This study attempted to answer the following question: 
Does the intelligibility of speech presented against a back-
ground of noise depend upon the relative location of the source 
of speech and noise in actual space? Since investigations on 
localization agree that precision in localization is best 
obtained when the observer uses two ears and is free to move 
his he.ad, an attempt was made to isolate these two factors by 
binaurality, monaurality, movement and no -movement parameters 
I 
II 
II 
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in the experiments. It has also been shown that not only 
direct, but also reflected sounds in a reverberant room may 
affect localization. Therefore, the experiments were conducted 
in an anechoic chamber as well as in a highly reverberant room. 
Shortcomings in the techniques used are pointed out. 
Conclusions drawn from the study are: 1) when two independent 
sound sources, one of speech and the other of noise, are 
changed in position relative to each other, the resulting 
changes in signal-to-noise ratio at the ear or ears of an 
observer will change the threshold of intelligibility of the 
speech, 2) in addition to the changes in signal-to-noise ratio 
that are brought about by the several spatial arrangements, 
the actual spatial separations and the consequent localizations ~ 
seem ·responsible for further changes in the threshold, 3) these 
changes, which presumably depend upon localization, are greater 
1 
when the h~man head is used than when a dummy head is used; 
1 are greater when two ears are used than when only one is used; 
and are greater when the listening is accomplished in an 
II 
1
anechoic chamber than when the observer listens in a highly 
reverberant room. 
Implications for the design of hearing aids obtained from 
I 
the results are pointed out. Moving the microphone of the 
hearing aid from the chest to the ear and having two such 
microphones mounted on two receivers, the two systems being 
electrically independent, would provide improvements in 
hearing aid use. 
l 
I 
I 
'I 
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Hirsh, I. J. and Bowman, 1Jil . D., "Masking of Speech 
by Bands of Noise", J. Acous.Soc. Am., 25, 1175-
1180 (1953). --
The threshold of intelligibility for two-syllable 
(spondee} words was measured in the presence of different 
levels of masking noise. Twelve different bands were used; 
one (20 to 6600 cps) approximating a white noise and each 
corresponding to a pitch interval of 250 mels. The absolute 
' thresholds for these bands were also measured ·to permit trans-
formation of the noise level from an absolute scale to a scale 
of sensation level. 
The results showed linear relations between the masked 
threshold and noise level for white noise and for bands of 
noise between 394 and 1420 cps. For noise bands above 1420 
cps this masking function is accelerated, while the two bands 
below 394 cps yield sigmoid masking functions. Of the bands 
used, the most effective contained frequencies between 670 and 
. 1000 cps. The signal-to-noise ratio at threshold for this band 
•was about -25 db while for bands above or below it gradually 
I 
became smaller than -25 db, reaching a minimum of -60 db for 
the highest and lowest bands. Vfuite noise was more effective 
than any band, giving a threshold S/N ratio of -15 db. 
Miller, G. A., and Licklider, J. C. R., 11 Intelligibility 
of' Interrupted Speech", J. Acous Soc. Am., 22, 167-173 
(1950). 
This paper concerns the effects of' interrupting speech 
waves - turning them on and off intermittently or masking them 
with intermittent noise - upon their intelligibility. The 
30 
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effects were studied with various rates of interruption and 
with the speech left undisturbed various percentages of the 
time. Tests were conducted 1) with speech turned on and off 
in quiet, 2) with continuous speech masked by inter1~pted white 
noise, and 3) with speech and noise interrupted alternately, 
the speech wave being turned on as the noise wave was turned 
off and vice versa. 
These are the results of the study: 1) When the speech 
wave is turned on and off infrequently, the percentage of the 
message that is missed is approximately the same as the per-
centage of time the speech is off. vVhen the interruptions 
are periodic and occur more often than 10,000 times per second, 
the interruptions do not interfere with the reception of the 
message. In the quiet it is easy to understand conversational 
speech so long as the interruptions occur more than ten times 
per second. 2) When continuous speech waves are masked by 
noise that is interrupted more than 200 times per second, 
intelli gibility is independent of the interruption frequency 
and of the percentage of time the noise is on, provided the 
ratio of average speech power to average noise power is held 
constant. Interrupted masking noise impairs intelligibility 
least if the frequency of interruption is about 15 per second. 
3) When interrupted speech and interrupted noise alternate at 
frequencies below ten alternations per second, the noise does 
not impair intelligibility. At higher frequencies of alterna-
tion the temporal spread of masking becomes appreciable. Th e 
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general features of these results are approximately the same 
wh ether the interruptions occur periodically or at random. 
Pollack, Irwin, "On the Effect of Frequency and 
Amplitude Distortion on the Intelligibility of Speech 
in Noise", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 24, 538-540 (1952). 
The effect upon the intelligibility of speech in noise 
of the interaction of sharp frequency limiting and severe peak 
1 clipping was studied. The results are compared with previously , 
reported results of similar tests with frequency-limited speech 
1 signals that were not subjected to amplitude distortion. The 
I 
I 
intelligibility of unclipped speech, relative to that of the 
peak-clipped signal under corresponding experimental conditions, 
is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio under test, and is, II 
t o a rough approximation, independent of the frequency range 
of the speech signal passed. At high S/N ratios, the intelli-
gibility of the unclipped speech signal is higher than that of 
' the severely peak-clipped signal. Under low S/N ratios, 
however, the intelligibility of the latter is considerably 
• 
lhigher than that of the unclipped signal. 
Pollack, Irwin, "Masking of Speech by Repeated 
Bursts of Noise", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 26, 1053-
1055 (1954). 
The masking of speech by a periodically interrupted white 
noise was examined over a wide range of noise levels, rates of 
interruption, and noise-time fractions. To a first approxima-
1 
tion, the masking produced by an interrupted noise is a constant 
fraction of that produced by a continuous uninterrupted noise. 
The masking produced by an interrupted noise is primarily a 
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function of the interval between successive noise bursts and 
is relatively independent of the noise-time fraction and the 
rate of interruption of the noise, except insofar as these 
determine the interval between noise bursts. The effect of 
interrupted noise on the loudness of speech was also examined. 
Pollack, Irwin, "Masking by a Periodically Inter-
rupted Noise", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 27, 353-355 (1955). 
This study considers the effect of a wide range of 
intermittent noise conditions upon 1) the masked threshold of 
1000 cycle tone and 2) the intelligibility of monosyllabic 
' words. The principal result of these tests is that the masked 
1 threshold associated with an intermittent noise can be closely 
described by two functions. These are: 1) the masking pro-
duced by an interrupted noise with silent intervals between 
successive noise bursts and 2) the masking produced by a 
continuous uninterrupted noise at the inter-burst level. 
1
, in the interval between successive noise bursts. In the speech 1 
I tests, however, the individual speech sounds are affected by II 
1 the noise bursts and by the inter-burst level, whichever occurs 
II 
I in time with the speech sounds. In general speech intelligibi-
lity decreases as the inter-burst level is increased for an 
I interrupted masking noise of constant burst level. The large 
improvements in intelligibility observed at low repetition 
rates at high inter-burst ratios become practically "washed out" ' 
33 
as the inter-burst ratio is decreased. 
Samba taro, C. and Pestalozzi, G., 11 fl{asking and Fatigue 
Effects of White Noise with Speech Tests", Laryngoscope, 
§g, 1197-1204 (1952). 
jl 
Masking and fatigue effects of white noise on articulation II 
curves for logutomes were studied. Perception thresholds 
shifted less for low intensity masking than for high levels. 
After exposure to 60 db or 80 db of continuous white noise for 
15 minutes, no change was found in the articulation curve. 
' Speech Analysis 
"Experimental phonetics is the study of the biolo-
gical action known as speaking which produces the 
acoustical time-series known as speech."l 
"In recent times, experimental phonetics has found 
its general objectives in the operational description of 
the speech processes. Equipped with the methods of 
mathematical logic, with the principles of communication 
theory for the physical analysis of signal structure, 
and supported by modern experimental, instrumental, and 
statistical techniques, the field is in a position to 
make rapid scientific progress. It is about the systems 
which are most readily accessible to experimental obser-
vation that most information concerning the speech 
processes are available. These are the motor-acoustical 
and the acoustico-sensory transformations. 11 2 
Abstracts 
Benson, R. w. and Hirsh, I. J., "Some Variables in 
Audio Spectrometry", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 25, 499-505 
(1953). -
The long time average spectrum of speech was measured with 
II 
, particular attention to the following variables: 1) type of 
1Fairbanks, G. A., "A Theory of the Speech Mechanism as a 
Servo-system", J. s. H. D., 19, 133-139 (1954). 
2Peterson, G. E., "The Evaluation of Speech Signals", 
J. S. H. D., 19, 158-168 (1954). 
II 
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speech material, 2) size of bands used in analysis, 3) length ~ 
of speech sample, and 4) individual talkers. Long-time average 11 
, spectra for technical material, news, and 'Joe ••• lawn' test 
sentence, were found a~ong 30, 60 and 90 second sampling time 
I 
for octave, half octave, and equal-mel intervals. Inter-
personal variability is small and seemed a function of 
'overall level'. 
Black, J. w., "The Information of Sounds and Digrams of 
One and Tm Syllable Words", J. s. H. D., 19, 397-411 
( 1954). 
In this study elementary techniques of information theory 
1j were applied to phonetic probability. One and two syllable 
isolated words were sampled with respect to 1) the relative 
frequency of speech sounds, 2) the relative frequency of 
occurrence of the sounds at different positions in the word, 
' 3) the probability of two sounds occurring in succession, 4) the 
probability that one sound follows another, and 5) the probabil-1 
ity. that a sound will precede another. \V'ords of one and two 
, syllables and of differing numbers of sounds were treated 
I separately. The objective was to estimate the information of 
II sounds and digrams, the redundancy that might be ascribed to 
II 
the phonetic structure of words and to find the probability of 
the sounds and digrams presented by the sample. It was found 
that the phonetic elements of English in root forms of words 
have dissimilar frequencies in the language, both in isolation 
and as digrams. These frequencies are not independent of 
preceding and succeeding sounds. When the adjacent sounds are 
I 
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treated as pairs, the average redundancy is at least 0.20 and 
within the categories of words sampled reach 0.37. The sounds 
of words of three phonemes contain more average information 
per sound than do the sounds of longer words. 
Fairbanks, G. A., "Physiological Correlative of Vowel 
Intensity", Speech Monogr., 17, 390-395 (1950). 
This study represents an attempt to identify some physio-
' 
logical bases for the significant differences in the relative 
intensity of vowels. Data for the intensity measurements of 
the vowels were taken from a recent study by Fairbanks, House, 
and Stevens. In the reference study ten male subjects spoke 
ten mono-syllabic words for each of eleven vowels. Most of the 
' vowels were found to be significantly different from each other 1 
in mean relative intensity and appeared to permit the conclu-
sion that these differences resulted primarily from changes in 
the supraglottal cavity. 
The above data were then related to certain measurements 
of x-ray tracing of the same eleven vowels phonated by one 
subject in a study reported by Parmenter and Bevans. The 
author measured the minimum channel diameter of the tracings 
between 1) the upper and lower lips, 2) the cutting edge of the I 
' upper and lower incisors, and 3) the highest point of the 
tongue and palate. 
The correlation between the relative power of vowels and 
relative channel diameter between the upper and lower incisor 
teeth was found to be significantly positive. On the basis of 
the assumption that laryng~l activity was essentially random 
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. in the intensity study, this correlation was tentatively inter- I 
I 
1 preted as reflecting the effect of variations in the area of 
; the mouth of the v.ocal conduit upon the power of the output. 
Fischer-Jorgensen, Eli, 11 The Phonetic Basis for 
Identification of Phonemic Elements", J. Acous. Soc. 
Am., 24, 611-617 (1952). 
The author states that phonemic analysis must be based 
i; to a large extent on considerations of phonetic similarity and 
II 
' difference. For this purpose various stages of the speech may 
be chosen, in particular the articulatory, the acoustic, and 
1 the auditory state. It is not irrelevant which stage is 
chosen, for the analysis may give different results in each of 
1 the three stages. He discusses phonemic analysis, phonetic 
similarity, the various phonetic aspects, different structures 
of the phonetic aspects and the relative importance of the 
various phonetic aspects. 
This general conclusion is stated: The results of an 
analysis into distinctive features based on various phonetic 
aspects cannot be assumed to coincide completely. General 
reasons for preferring one aspect to another cannot be found 
at the present moment, and perhaps never will be, since one 
analysis seems more appropriate for one purpose, another for a 
different purpose. The best solution seems to be that, 
whenever possible, the functional facts should always be 
decisive in a particular language. At present, the most 
important task is to get more information about the various ·I 
1 bases of phonetic description (particularly about auditory 
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perception) and about the causal relations between them~ and 
; then to examine the relative importance of the various aspects 
11 for different linguistic purposes. 
I 
I 
Harris, c. M., "A Study of the Building Blocks in 
Speech11 , J. Acous. Soc. Am., 25, 962-969 (1953). 
The author states that one method of approach to the study 
1 of the information bearing elements of speech is through an 
investigation of a type of synthesized speech which has been 
defined as standardized speech. A method, having the advantage I 
of simplicity is described in this paper. Individual recordings 
of the building blocks were made on magnetic tape and then 
various pieces of tape were joined together to form words. 
More than one building block was employed to represent each 
linguistic element and these blocks were selected taking into 
account the spectral characteristics of adjacent sounds so as 
to approximate the time pattern of the formant structure 
occurring in ordinary speech. Listening tests were used to 
determine how many building blocks were required to produce 
1 standardized speech. 
The data obtained from the listening tests show these 
results: 1) Certain consonant sounds were recognized by most 
observers when synthesized irrespective of the vowel sound 
which originally followed them. Here one building block would 
be sufficient to represent each of these consonant sounds for 
the test conditions used; 2) A large number of other consonant 
sounds were correctly observed a large percentage of the time. 
For those, the number of building blocks that would be required 
:I 
~ 
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.I depends on the intelligibility requirements; 3) It is possible 11 
1
' to recognize certain combinations of speech sounds which have 11 
been placed in tandem and they indicate certain basic require- II 
menta for the building blocks of speech. 
House, A. s., and Fairbanks, G. A., "Influence of 
Consonant Environment Upon the Secondary Characteristics 
of Vowels", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 25, 105-114 (1953). 
Seventy two consonant-vowel-consonant syllables were spoked1 
with the vowel preceded and followed by the same consonant. 1
1 Vowels preceded and followed by voiced consonants were generally 
I longer in duration, lower in fundamental frequency and greater 11 
in relative power than when in unvoiced environments. Duration, 
frequency and relative power of vowels varied significantly 
with manner of production (stop-plosive, fricative, nasal) and 
somewhat less with place of articulation. The variation in 
duration and frequency seemed related to usual concepts of I' 
vowel physiology while variations in relative power were 
1 atypical. 
I, 
Huggins, W. H., "System-Function Analysis of Speech 
Sounds", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 22, 765-767 (1950). 
The analysis of speech sounds is facilitated if the sound 
is considered to be the response of a slow-time-varying linear 
system to appropriate excitations. The linear system is 
,I characterized by one or more system functions which may be 
' represented most naturally as the sum of complex exponential 
terms having complex frequencies corresponding to the various 
formants. Thus, a generalized frequency analysis is made not 
of the speech wave itself but rather of the system function 
I' 
that shaped that wave. On the other hand, the excitation is 
best analyzed by autocorrelation methods. These are the 
conclusions of the author. 
Potter, A. K. and Steinberg, J. C., "Toward the 
Specification of Speechn, J. Acous. Soc. Am., 22, 
807-820 (1950). 
This is an interim report on the studies of the specifica-
tion of speech sounds from acoustical measurements. The 
1 problem was to determine those physical properties that are 
invariant in the several utterances that enable the ear to 
identify them as a given vowel. Methods based upon analysis, 
synthesis and vowel tract models are described. Included are 
the results of preliminary measurements on the vowel sounds of 
25 speakers. The results indicated a need for shift of 
emphasis or even a different approach in the formulation of 
methods. They have tended to magnify the importance of more 
accurate aural identification of sounds and they have indicated 
a need for study of ways in which the ear assigns positions or 
spacing to formants and how these positions are affected by 
formant shape, etc. From the results it is believed that 
audible form or relative position of the formants, and position 11 
; 
of the form in the pitch dimension at the cortical level rather 1 
II 
than in the incident sound is important. The authors conclude I 
I 
that although a great deal of work remains to be done the 
prospects for acoustical specification of vowel sounds is 
encouraging. 
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Stevens, K. N., 11 Autocorrelation Analysis of Speech 
Sounds 11 , J. Acous. Soc. Am., 22, 769-771 (1950). 
In this paper the author defines the short-time auto-
correlation function and indicates the properties that make it 
potentially useful in speech analysis. Next, he shows how it 
can be employed in speech analysis work and describes experi-
mental techniques. Finally, he presents some results. For 
I 
' vowel sounds, the short-time autocorrelation function is just II 
a modified representation of the waveform, averaged over several 
pitch periods. For sounds like fricatives, patterns are gotten 
which are recognizable, and in some cases hidden periodicities 
can be detected. The author concludes that this form of 
representation may prove to be of use if employed in conjunctio 
Jl with frequency analysis. 
' 
Stevens, K. N., "The Perception of Vowel Formants 11 , 
J. Acous. Soc. Am.,~, 450 (1952). lj 
The author states that synthetic vowel sounds, formed by 
1 electrical excitation of resonant circuits by a regular series 
' 
, of impulses, have been used as stimuli in a group of psycho-
,J 
1 physical experiments. The experiments include measurements of 
just noticeable differences in formant frequency and in band 
, width for the synthetic sounds with one and two resonances, and 
'' with resonance band widths comparable to those found in 
II measured vowel spectra. Average JNDs in formant frequency and 
band width at 1000 cps are 17 cps and 25 cps, respectively. 
The results are used to establish a frequency scale for the 
representation of vowel formants. Equal distances on this 
'I 
II 
II 
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II 
II'I!J 
I, scale, correspond.\ to an equal number of JNDs between pairs of 
vowels (arranged in a scale from front to back vowels) is 
I 
evaluated, and is in the range 15-20 on the average. In gener~' 
the data indicate that rrequency analysis of vowels using a I! 
filter band width as narrow as 45 cps provides more information , 
' than the perceptual process can resolve • 
. Discussion 
It is the purpose of this paper to acquaint the speech 
teacher and clinician with the theory and methodology of 
speech-hearing-testing, therefore, the results of research in 
speech perception will be analyzed in terms of their applicatioti 
. to teaching and clinical procedures. This question might be 
put: "What may the rese arch in speech perception mean to the 
clinician and teacher?" 
The concept of information or information theory has given 11 
a new direction to communication theory. It has established a 
common working ground for the diverse discipl:i.nes that are 
concerned with communication. It has allowed for a more clear-
cut and scientific approach to the problems of communication. 
In the area of experimental phonetics information theory has 
been applied to the design of voice operated devices. In the 
, area of speech perception, information theory has shown how 
intelligibility of words is affected by context and vocabulary. 
II 
' Norbert Wiener1 discusses the implications of information 
' theory for speech, language and learning. The advantages and 
,
1 
lwiener, N., "Speech, Language and Learning", J. Acous. 
Soc. Am., 22, 696-697 (1950). 
II 
II 
II 
I 
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answers that have been gained in other areas of speech communi- j 
cation might be used by clinicians and teachers to reevaluate 
their theories about the learning process and their approach 
to teaching speech and rehabilitating the speech handicapped. 
. . 
It may help them to devise more immediately helpful and 
meaningful methods and materials of teaching. 
Research in the area of perception of speech and speech 
sounds attacks the basic problem of analysis of how the 
listener perceives the auditory stimulus, speech. The purpose 
of studies in the perception of speech sounds is to determine 
the separate contributions to the perception of speech of 
several acoustic variables, and, ultimately, to learn how they 
can be combined to best effect. Studies in the perception of II I 
speech have taken several directions. One has been the 
, comparison of the process of speech perception to those carried 
out by electronic devices. By conception and analysis of an II 
electronic model greater insight is gained into the workings of 1 
the human model. Research has also been carried out to explore ' 
the problems of context and perceptual confusions. The main 
question in this area has been, "Why is a stimulus configura-
tion, a word, heard correctly in one context and incorrectly 
in another?n Other cues, such as visual, to speech perception 
have been examined. The effort of research in speech percep-
1 
tion has been directed toward sifting down the multitude of 
factors contributing to perception and to perceptual confusions. 
Basically, however, the research is concerned with how we 
II 
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I 
perceive speech as a whole and not as frequencies or selected 
s~mples. 
Although research in speech perception has merely 
scratched the surface of the problem, the results of this 
research can be of value to the teacher and clinician. The cues ! 
to the perception of vowels and consonants have been examined. 
The intelligibility of different speech materials has been 
examined and conclusions made about their categorization insofar11 
as intelligibility is concerned. Research into verbal context 
has revealed factors that facilitate learning. The effect of 
visual cues, as well as auditory, on speech perception has 
been examined. The findings of this research can enhance 
present teaching methods and materials. New techniques in 
speech-hearing-testing may be developed since the results of 
present research point out the fact that with present tests 
perhaps general behavior rather than hearing is being tested. 
Results of research in this area can give rise to a different 
approach in therapeutic aids; the design of hearing aids and 
1, 
II 
' the methods of teaching lip reading. Finally, through a greater\j 
understanding of speech perception, the clinician can make a 
more thorou~h diagnosis of the perceptual difficulties of the 
hard of hearing. 
Since speech is not perceived in a sound proof room 
through a set of ear phones it is necessary to understand the 
•effect of various distortions on the perception of speech. The 
effect of noise, change of rate, loudness, location of speech 
stimulus and disconnected or interrupted speech has been 
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can draw from the results of research is that vocal communica-
examined in recent research. The basic conclusion that one 
tion is highly resistant to distortion and apparently no single 1 
I dimension of the speech is critical. Types of distortion that 
alter the listener's ability to respond correctly are those 
that change the intensity-frequency-time pattern. 
Research in perception of speech with distortion can give 
us greater insight into the particular problems of the hard of 
hearing individuals. The problems of perceiving speech through li 
. I 
masking, noise (which can be compared to tinnitus in some lj 
sense), recruitment and frequency and amplitude distortion are 
all explored in this area of research. Research may change 
testing methods to encompass the problems of distortion and 
, can point the way to the design of more useful hearing aids. 
It has been found that the perception of speech is highly 
resistant to distortion, and this emphasizes the point that 
there are other factors involved in perceptual difficulties. 
Research in speech analysis is concerned with the source 
of speech communication. Its general objective has been the 
I 
I' I 
operational description of the speech processes. Although lj 
studies in this area are limited primarily to the source of 
I stimuli and the process of transmitting these stimuli, it can 
l, easily be seen how the results of this research can add to the 
understanding of how speech is perceived. The information 
bearing elements of speech and the identifying characteristics 
of sounds are studied in this area. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SPEECH AUDIOMETRY 
Introduction 
"Modern speech audiometry is probably the most 
useful advance in hearing testing since the introduc-
tion of pure tone audiometry. Recent experience, 
particularly in the United States, indicates that 
information of great value can be obtained when 
audition is explored with speech materials which are 
appropriately standardized~ In the first place, the 
finer classification of clinical types is at times 
possible through considering the results of speech 
testing. In the second place, measurement of hearing 
for speech has proved to be essential to the full 
assessment of the educational and rehabilitational 
needs of patients with permanent auditory impairments.nl 
This chapter contains abstracts of research in: 1) the 
development of speech-hearing tests and materials, and 2) the 
clinical application of the findings of these tests. 
Tests and Materials I 
Recent research in the development of speech-hearing tests II 
' has given the speech teacher and clinician well standardized 
tests, test materials suitable for the proper assessment of the 
individual's hearing, clearly defined methods of administration l! 
and carefully constructed instruments for testing. In addition, 
special tests have been devised for administration to pre-
school children. 
lcarhart, R., "Basic Principles of Speech Audiometry", 
Acta-oto-1aryng., Stockh., 40, p. 62 (1951). 
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Abstracts 
Beasley, W. C., and Rosenwasser, H., "Determining 
Factors in Composing and Analysing Speech-Hearing 
Tests 11 , Laryngoscope, 60, 658-679 (1950). 
I' A new kind of speech-hearing test, known as the Beasley 
Differential Speech-Hearing Test is described. This test is 
composed of monosyllabic words of the consonant-vowel-consonant ' 
type which are divided into two lists on the basis of the 
energy-frequency characteristics of the phonetic elements. The 
words are designated as low frequency (LF) and high frequency 
(HF) words. TW) articulation curves result: one for LF and 
one for HF phonetic elements. The test was given to 550 
patients (500 had hearing impairments and 50 were normal 
subjects used as a control). The results of the study are: 
1) normal subjects show no significant difference between the 
positions and curvature of the LF and HF articulation curves, 
and 2) subjects with impaired hearing show displaced LF and HF 
articulation curves which approximate the average amount of 
hearing loss for pure tones at 1000, 1500 and 2000 cycles. A 
significant number of cases (28~) did not conform. The authors 
conclude by stating that this particular hearing test has 
' practical significance in evaluating end results after the 
fenestration operation and in the selection of hearing aids. 
Bennett, s. M., 11 A Group Test of Hearing for Six-Year- i 
Old Children", Brit. J. Educ. Psychol., 21, 45-52 (1951~. 
I 
This study investigated the feasibility of using a 1 
! performance test for detecting defective hearing at the age df 
6. The subjects were given 4 sheets of pictures, each sheet 
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I 
qontaining 5 rows of 4 pictures each. The titles of the 
pictures in each line were phonetically similar to each other. fl 
I 
In response to phonograph instructions, the children were asked 11 
' to underline a given picture in each row. Five hundred children 
were tested by the group speech audiometric test and then by 
pure tone test. Fifty four of the 56 children found to have 
1 losses greater than 15 db on the pure tone audiometric test 
· had been screened by the group speech audiometric test. The 
1 author concludes that, with 6-year-old children, the group 
1 
speech audiometric test is quicker and more reliable than the 
pure tone test in attempting to detect a hearing loss. 
Benson, R. W., Davis, H., Harrison, C. E., Hirsh, I.J., 
Reynolds, E. G. and Silverman, s. R., "C.I.D. Auditory 
Tests W-1 and W-2 11 , J. Acous. Soc. Am., 23, 719 (1951). 
The authors describe two new recorded spondaic word tests 
that resemble the Auditory Tests No. 9 and No. 14 of the 
Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory (Harvard). The test material in 
W-1 and W-2 is a list of 36 spondaic words which were selected 
from the larger group used in the P. A. L. Auditory Tests. The 
I 
particular words were chosen because they are familiar and 11 
because these particular recorded items proved experimentally 
to be equally intelligible. In Auditory Test W-1 all the words 
1 
are recorded at a constant intensity and they monitor at 
1
; approximately the same place on the VU meter. The carrier 
1phrase, and also the 1000 cps calibration tone on the inner 
I 
tl 
band of every record, have been recorded approximately 10 db 
above the average level of the test words. This test is ~ 
I 
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designed for use with a step-attenuator to obtain the greatest 
possible flexibility and speed in finding thresholds for 
speech. Test W-2 is a "descending level" test. The words in 
each of the lists are already attenuated on the record. After 
the first 9 words the carrier phrases also start descending but 
they stay 6 db above the test words. The first group of words 
starts at the level of the calibration tone. Three words are 
at this level, the next 3 are down 3 db, the next 3 are down 
6 db, and so on. Thus an average of l db attenuation per test 
word has been put into each list and each word that a listener 
repeats lowers his threshold score by l db. 
Neither the apparatus for speech audiometry nor the 
recordings of test material have yet been standardized. 
However, the authors state, if the recommendations concerning 
apparatus that are given in the test manual are followed, normal 
threshold values obtained at other clinies should not differ 
from those of the c. I. D. by more than 2 or 3 db. 
Carhart, R., "Basic Principles of Speech Audiometry", 
Acta-oto-laryng ., Stockh., 40, 62-71 (1951). 
This article presents a summary of the principles of 
speech audiometry and an evaluation of its procedures and 
applications. The author gives a definition of speech audio-
metry and the critical requirements to make it effective. He 
discusses the theory of speech audiometry, based upon the 
concept of the articulation function, and the two measurable 
aspects in hearing for speech; 1) threshold for connected 
speech and 2) ability in maximum discrimination. The author 
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concludes that speech audiometry supplies a tool which can 
significantly enhance the diagnosis of hearing losses and the 
planning of appropriate programs for managing hard of hearing 
patients. 
Carhart, R., nrnstruments and Materials for Speech 
Audiometry", Acta-oto-laryng., Stockh., 40, 313-323 
(1951). 
In this paper the author surveys the methods of adminis-
tering speech tests, outlines the apparatus necessary for doing 
so and considers examples of well standardized tests. The 
author summarizes by stating that there are two major methods 
fo r administering speech tests: through recorded reproduction 
and by monitored live-voice. Both are effective, and practical 
considerations may be the basis for choosing between them. 
The test materials may be presented to the listener either 
through headphones or by loudspeaker. The basic parts of an 
adequate speech audiometer are easily specified, but a clinical 
instrument must be complex in detail if it is to offer full 
flexibility. Fundamental requirements are that the apparatus 
be of high quality and that it be capable of covering the wide 
range of presentation levels necessary for clinical work. The 
instrument may be calibrated either in terms of physical 
intensities or on the basis of thresholds for speech exhibited 
by normal ears. From the standpoint of their clinical applica-
tion, speech tests may be divided into two major types: 
threshold tests and tests of phonemic discrimination. 
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Fletcher, H. A., "A Method of Calculating Hearing 
Loss for Speech from an Audiogram", J. Acous. Soc. 
Am., 22, 1-5 (1950). 
A mathematical development of a formula for obtaining 
hearing loss for speech from audiometric measurements is shown, 
based upon studies of loudness and upon contributions to speech 
audibility by frequency bands. The proposed method employs 
the average of the two frequencies showing the smallest loss 
of the three frequencies 500, 1000, and 2000 cycles. The 
calculated loss for speech by this method was closer to the 
obtained loss (measured variously by speech through air, 
average of loss of subjects on spondee, sentence and PB lists, 
and a special spondee recording) than was the conventional 
method of averaging loss at 500, 1000, and 2000 cycles. This 
was especially true when the audiogram was not flat . (500 cycle 
loss 20 db or more different from 2000 cycle loss). In case 
of rapidly descending audiograms a correction factor should 
be applied. 
Glorig, Aram, ttHearing Evaluation by Low Conversational 
Voice Tests", Ann. Otol., Rhin., Laryng., 58, 394-402 
(1950). 
This study is an evaluation of testing hearing by low 
conversational voice tests. One hundred and seventy three men 
were tested under conditions more ideal than in the usual 
conversational voice test situation. Results were compared 
with pure tone audiometry and speech reception testing. It 
was found 1) that 'spoken voice' test has inherent faults which 
make it impossible to arrive at even approximate hearing 
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thresholds, 2) the clinical variations shown are due in most 
part to these faults, 3) according to all laws of acoustics 
the test is in no way practical or even admissible, and 4) the 
multitude of different rooms and varied ambient noise levels in 
which these tests are given increases their inconsistency. Tn 
comparing these tests with pure tone audiometry and speech 
reception testing the inconsistency was remarkable. 
Hirsh, Ira J. et al, "Development of Materials for 
Speech Audiometry", J. s. H. D., 17, 321-337 (1952). 
A general description, method of construction, and 
preliminary test results for three tests for speech hearing 
testing are discussed. These tests are the c.r.D. Auditory 
Test W-2 (spondees at descending levels), C.I.D. Auditory 
Test W-1 (spondees at constant level), and C.I.D. Auditory 
Test W-22 (recorded versions of the modified PB-lists). Two 
novel techniques were introduced: 1) The use of magnetic tape 
recording has permitted the construction of several versions 
or word orders of a given test list in which all occurrences 
of a test item in several versions are physically identical. 
2) The criterion of phonetic balance in W-22 and the criterion 
of familiarity of test items in both tests have been more 
rigidly followed, resulting in easier more homogeneous lists, 
but with a more limited vocabulary. 
Preliminary results have been presented in which the 
intelligibility for these new lists is shown as a function of 
intensity. A relation between intelligibility for these new 
tests and their analagous predecessors has been established. 
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Miller, R. L., "Auditory Tests with Synthetic 
Vowels", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 25, 114-121 (1953). 
The results are given for a series of phonetic evaluation 
tests which were made by means of synthetically produced vowel 
sounds. By employment of synthetically produced sounds, a 
number of the significant parameters could be varied in an 
independent and systematic manner without encountering the 
uncertainties and limitations of the human speech mechanism. 
The types of parameter changes which were investigated by this 
means were those of fundamental frequency or pitch, formant 
frequency and amplitude and finally, the number of formants 
important to a sound. The results of the tests indicate that 
all of these parameters are important in the evaluation of the 
sound. In particular, there is a shift in the phonetic evalua-
tion which can be attributed to pitch alone. 
Siegenthaler, Bruce Monroe, "Formulation of a 
Diagnostic Word Test of Hearing", Ph. D. Thesis, 
u. of Michigan (1951). 
A hearing test using words selected to contain the phonetic 
variables of voicing, pressure patterns, and influence 
differences of consonants was formed. The presence of these 
variables in test words was verified by means of a sound 
spectograph. Test items required the author to distinguish 
among words differing in the variables as well as to recognize 
words containing voiced and unvoiced consonants. Fifty seven 
adult normal and hypacusic subjects were tested, and observa-
tions were made regarding the performance of subjects to 
evaluate the Word Test as a tool which would be diagnostic for 
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a type of audiogram or for aural disease. 
Each subject was given a pure tone audiometric test, most 
hypacusic subjects were given otological examinations, and a 
threshold of hearing for spondee words was obtained for each 
subject. The Word Test was then administered. The results of 
the expe.riment indicate that the Word Test as formulated for 
this experiment is not diagnostic for this type of audiogram 
or for otological diseases. In view of the data, the following 
conclusions were reached: 1) The Word test indicates the 
presence of qualitative differences in the hearing of different 
subjects for certain phonetic factors at speech reception 
threshold. 2) The Word Test distinguishes among individual 
auditors, although the factors which account for the distinc-
tions are not known. 3) The Word Test indicates the presence 
of a factor or factors in the perception of speech, tentatively 
called the perception for phonetic elements which is not 
indicated by the usual audiological methods. 
The author concludes that these differences among auditors 
might be related to ability of auditors to hear in normal life 
situations. A fine measure of hearing ability i~ social 
situations might be possible using the Word Test Method. 
Siegenthaler, B. M., Pearson, J., and Lezak, s., 
"A Speech Reception Threshold Test for Children", 
J. S. H. D., 19, 360-366 (1954). 
A speech hearing t h reshold test using picture identifica-
tion technique with carefully selected stimulus words chosen 
from the monosyllabic nouns of Rinsland's basic vocabulary list 
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and pictures for children as young as three or four years is 
described. The test meets the criteria of an acceptable speech 
threshold test, meets the special needs of a test for children, 
has a close relationship with spondee threshold for a group of 
adults and high correlation with pure tone average hearing loss 
for a group of children. Two forms of the test are available 
which are essentially equal. 
Sortini, A. J". and Flake, C. G., "Speech Audiometry 
for Pre-school Children", Laryngoscope, 63, 
991-997 ( 1953). 
A test for evaluating the speech reception threshold and 
speech sound discrimination ability of pre-school children is 
described. The authors discuss these items in the administra-
tion of the test: 1) noise level in the testing room, 2) type 
of equipment used, and 3) technique used in test administration. 
An assistant or parent puts the child at ease. Free field 
threshold is obtained first. After the free field threshold i~ 
recorded, earphones are used with the same technique to obtain 
speech reception threshold . for each ear individually by air 
conduction, and then, if indicated, bone conduction speech 
thresholds may be obtained. 
The authors conclude that this test: l) requires short 
administration time (11-15 minutes), 2) insures a high degree 
of subject cooperation, 3) holds the child's attention for the 
whole testing period, and 4) is a reliable evaluation of the 
pre-school child's ability to hear and understand speech from 
an active communication standpoint. 
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Tiffany, William P., "The Threshold Reliability of 
Recorded Sustained Vowels", J. s. H. D., 18, 
379-385 (1953). --
This study is an exploratory investigation into the 
usefulness of recorded sustained vowels as stimulus material 
for the testing of hearing. Nine vowels were recorded by the 
author. Several sustained phonations of each vowel were 
recorded, each about five seconds in length. The vowels were 
adequate examples of the General American phonemes they were 
intended to exemplify. One recording was selected for constancy 
of pitch level, intensity level, and vowel quality. Ten 
listeners were used. The subjects were carefully instructed 
to judge detectability rather than recognition as five 
ascending and five descending thresholds were obtained for each 
vowel. The subjects were retested after one week. 
The following results were obtained: 1) Despite the fact 
that level remained constant with respect to VU meter reading, 
significant differences in thresholds were found among vowels 
tested. 2) There was a high correlation between vowel 
t h reshold and formant location and a moderate but significant 
correlation between vowel threshold and peak power. 3) The 
variation resulting from learning, random error, experimental 
error, recording error, and errors of habituation and expecta-
tion appeared to be very slight. 
It was concluded that tape recorded sustained vowel loops 
constitute reliable testing stimuli under the conditions 
employed in this experiment. 
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Weille, F. L., "Speech Audiometry in Practical Use 11 , 
Arch. Otolaryng., 55, 456-464 (1952). 
The author outlines some of the basic facts necessary for 
understanding speech audiometry. The relationship between the 
spondee tests an.d the air conduction audiograms are emphasized, 
together with the limitations of such spondee tests. The 
author states that the spondee threshold, being interchangeable 
with the average pure tone audiometric determinations at 500, 
1000, and 2000 cycles, can be omitted whenever one does not 
desire to check up the accuracy of the air-conduction deter-
minations. The usefulness of above-threshold phonetically 
balanced word tests in relation to bone-conduction audiometric 
tests is emphasized. The practical adaptability of the speech 
audiometer in functioning as a nmaster" hearing aid is 
discussed. 
Clinical Application 
"The intelligibility of speech cannot be explained 
so long as we restrict ourselves to the physical 
dimensions of the pure tone and its concomitant psycho-
logical attributes. (We must dete~nine) how i~telliRible 
is normal speech to persons with defective hearing."~ 
Abstracts 
Carhart, R., "Speech Audiometry in Clinical Evaluation", 
Acta-oto-laryng., Stockh., 41, 18-42 (1952). 
The author states that speech audiometry has diverse 
applications in both medical audiology and educational 
audiology. The technique may be employed from the moment of 
lHirsh, I. J., "Pathology in Speech Communication", 
J. Acous. Soc. Am., 22, p. 719 (1950). 
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diagnostic exploration to the point where the , regime of 
rehabilitative management is complete. He discusses the general 
relation between hearing for speech and acuity for pure tones. 
The paper also presents a series of clinical cases which exem-
plify various configurations encountered in the application of 
speech audiometry. Finally, there is a brief review of the 
principles underlying the Social Adequacy Index of hearing. 
Dickson, E. D. and Chadwick, D. L., "Speech Audiometry 
in the Assessment of Deafness", J. Laryng., 64, 
464-481 (1950}. 
Procedures employed in developing a .standardized test of 
the ability to hear and understand speech are described. 
Experiments with monitored live-voice and recorded speech 
revealed that the latter produced the most consistent results. 
Using this technique, normal speech audiograms were obtained 
by testing 100 people who had normal pure-tone audiograms. 
Speech audiograms for more than 90 deaf patients were plotted 
and typical responses for various types of deafness are 
illustrated. Data on 35 fenestrated otosclerotics are presented 
The authors conclude that pure tone audiometry consistently 
over-estimates the useful gain for speech following fenestra-
tion, whereas speech audiometry gives a .more practical 
assessment of the improvement in speech understanding. 
Fletcher, H. A., "Perception of Speech by Deafened 
Listeners and its Relation to the Design of Hearing 
Aids", J. Acous. Soc. Am., 24, 448, (1952). 
This paper describes a method of calculating the articu-
lation scores which a talker-listener pair will obtain in terms 
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of the response of the hearing aid, the audiogram (both bone 
and air) of the listener, and talking level of the talker and 
the proficiency factor of the talker-listener pair. This 
method was used to calculate the articulation scores for all 
the talker-listener pairs and the six kinds of hearing aid used 
in the test at Harvard conducted by Davis and his associates. 
The calculated and observed results agree within the experi-
mental error. The philosophy underlying the method of calcula-
tion is used to predict the ideal type of response to be used 
by the deafened listener. The gains quoted are all with 
reference to a speaker 100 em. from the listener, and speaking 
so that his average level at the listener's ear is 66 db. If 
the speaker moves farther away or talks more softly, it is 
counted as a negative gain or a loss. If' he moves closer and 
talks more loudly it is counted as a gain. 
Harris, D. J., Haines, H. L. and Myers, c. K., 
"Loudness Perception for Pure Tones and for Speech", 
Arch. of Otol., 55, 107-133 (1952). 
This paper examines the question of whether the growth of 
loudness for pure tones and the growth of loudness for speech 
follow similar courses. The technique of alternate binaural 
loudness matching was used to explore the growth of loudness in 
the worse ear of patients with one defective and one normal ear. 
Data for speech and for pure tones were collected on a variety 
of types of deafness. It was found that: 1) patients can be 
readily induced to make loudness matches for speech in two ears 
of unequal ability and these matches can be as precise as those 
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for steady pure tones, 2) irrespective of type of deafness 
I 
recruitment for speech followed a course parallel to that for 
. pure tones and roughly intermediate among the curves of 
recruitment for pure tones in the speech range, and 3) indica-
tion is given that increasing the loudness of speech does not, 
for some patients with perceptive deafness, cause a propor-
tionate increase in speech intelligibility. 
Saltzman, M. and Ersner, M. s., "Psychophysiology 
of Speech Hearing", Arch. Otolaryng., 53, 182-188 
(1951). 
The authors discuss the results of their studies, using 
the Hudgins spondee records, which suggest the existence of 
some psychophysiological factors in speech hearing. Case 
reports are presented. The authors summarize their findings 
by stating that speech sounds are integrated into meaningful 
patterns in the brain, which is capable of combining frag-
mentary sensations from the two ears. The filling in of gaps 
to complete a wrd picture is also a function of the cerebral 
cortex. Loudness perception and frequency discrimination are 
functions of the cochlea. Evidence exists that the process of 
recruitment takes place in the inner ear. An important factor 
in speech hearing is the fidelity with wnich the transmission 
of the characteristics of speech sounds is accomplished. The 
peripheral organ may be deficient in the transmission fidelity 
factor. In these circumstances the amplification of speech 
sounds will be of little or no aid in intelligibility. The 
authors found that the ear with Meniere's disease and with a 
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marked low frequency loss was not prone to this phenomenon. 
The deficiency in the transmission fidelity factor may be 
partial or total. In otosclerosis, the loudness function has 
an irregular relationship to intensity. The transmission 
fidelity factor is largely influenced by sound power in this 
disease. The normal ear possesses the capability of hearing 
certain weak consonants at a farther distance than other 
consonants with more sound power. This advantage is lost 
partly or wholly in degeneration of the inner ear. It is most 
cmnmonly encountered in presbycusis with high tone deafness. 
The authors conclude by stating that these special functions 
of the cochlea are factors in speech intelligibility. Their 
deficiency may not be compensated by amplification. These 
considerations may help to explain why certain patients are 
benefited by hearing aids and others are not. 
Shambaugh, G. £., "Pure Tone and Controlled Speech 
Tests in the Election of Cases for Fenestration11 , 
Acta-oto-laryng., Stockh., 40, 199-210 (1951). 
This article discusses the value of pure tone and 
controlled speech tests in providing each patient with o t o-
sclerosis with an accurate and precise prognosis of the chances 
for a useful hearing result by surgery. This is to enable the 
patient to choose intelligently between surgery and a hearing 
aid. The air conduction audiogram, bone conduction audiogram 
and the results with controlled speech tests of the otosclerotic 
are reported. A prediction of hearing result in a patient with 
with otosclerosis is made. The author concludes that speech 
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tests should be used to supplement and confirm the results of 
the pure tone air and bone audiograms. In uncomplicated stapes 
ankylosis the speech tests add very little to the ability of 
the surgeon to prognosticate the hearing result of operation. 
In cases with considerable complicating cochlear nerve degener-
ation and cases with a psychogenic component, the speech tests 
are very helpful. 
Silverman, R. S., 11 Use of Speech Tests for Evaluation 
of Clinical Procedures", Arch. of Otol., 51, 786-797 
(1950). --
This paper deals with the principles underlying articula-
tion tests and suggests how the results of tests may be applied 
to clinical situations. The author states that articulation 
tests, properly applied, can serve a useful purpose for the 
clinician who is confronted routinely with problems of 
diagnosis, prognosis and evaluation of medical and surgical 
procedures and hearing aids. More specifically, the tests can 
be used to differentiate between conduction and nerve deafness, 
to determine the value of the fenestration operation and to 
evaluate therapeutic procedures and hearing aids. The author 
concludes by stating that the tests are not intended to 
supplant orthodox clinical tests, but are a valuable supplement. 
The tests are quantitative, reproducible, reasonably valid and 
tend to objectivize the responses of the patient. 
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Thurlow, • R., Davis, H., Walsh, T. E., and Eldert, E., 
"A Third Statistical Study of Auditory Tests in Relation 
to the Fenestration Operation", Laryngoscope, 61, 
124-137 (1951). --
Some relationships between various speech and pure tone 
tests are considered in this study of over 100 fenestration 
cases. Test re-test reliability of Test No. 9, Test No. 14 
and live - voice spondees was uniformly high. Live-voice maximum 
articulation scores were consistently higher than those 
obtained by the recorded version, making them significant ly 
less discriminating as a sensitive tool in measuring auditory 
descrimination. Audiometric slope (in terms of increasing 
loss with increasing frequency} was found to be related to 
lower maximum articulation scores. The maximum articulation 
score was raised as the test was presented at levels 35 db and 
mo r e above the No. 9 threshold. There was apparently no signif-
icant correlation between size of fenestra and gain i n hearing 
for speech. As reported in previous studies by this group, 
gain for speech (23.52 db) was significantly greater than pure 
tone average (19.98 db) over the 512-2896 cycle range, but 
approximated the gain for 512 and 1024 cycles. Fenestration 
did not significantly alter the maximum articulation score of 
operated ears and the gain for speech showed significant 
correlation with the pre-operative difference between loss by 
air and by bone. 
Dis cussion 
As late as 1950, some otologists and clinicians~re crit i -
c i zi ng t he use of speech audiometry . This method of testing 
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was considered, by them, to be unreliable, and, therefore, 
uselessly time consuming. Since speech audiometry was a 
comparatively new technique in hearing testing this attitude 
was understandable. However, even at that time leading otolo-
gists were convinced of the value of this technique and its use 
has become more wide spread. This growth in the understanding 
and usage of speech audiometry has been gradual and as yet it 
has not been incorporated into the standard testing procedures 
of most clinics and schools. Recent research in the develop-
ment of tests and in the clinical application of this technique 
has aided in its greater acceptance. 
Research in speech audiometry has been extremely active 
and forward looking. It has not stagnated in the past five 
years. Studies have covered the problems of selection of test 
materials for proper assessment, the development of available 
test lists, methods of conducting articulation tests, selection 
of testing personnel, selection of equipment, selection of 
intensity of received speech, selection of noise conditions, 
the factors of training and fatigue, and statistical methods 
for evaluating hearing loss for speech. 
This research has led to the development of new test 
procedures and materials that are more reliable than their 
predecessors. Use of live-voice and recorded tests have been 
better standardized and test materials take into consideration 
the problems of equal difficulty, reliability and the represen-
tation of fundamental speech sounds. New methods have attempted 
to shorten testing time and yet maintain standards of 
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reliability. An example of this are the C. I. D. Auditory 
Tests W-1 and W-2. These tests resemble Auditory Tests No. 9 
and No. 14 of the Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory (Harvard). The 
new tests differ from the P. A. L. tests in that the vocabulary 
is confined to very familiar words, suitable for children as 
well as adults, and the pace is faster and more suitable for 
talk-back rather than write-down responses. Abbreviated 
testing methods and threshold methods have been developed. 
Equipment has been simplified and may be calibrated on the 
basis of the thresholds for speech eXhibited by normal ears. 
These new developments will allow for the use of speech audio-
metry in the school testing program and for clinical work 
where physical calibra.tion is impractical. 
The pure tone audiometric test is considered unreliable 
when administered to a child under five. Speech-hearing tests 
have been developed for use with pre-school children and 
children in the first grade. These tests use toys and pictures 
to help in identifying the sound stimuli. They are easy to 
administer, are less time consuming than pure tone techniques 
and hold the child's attention and interest. Equipment for 
their administration is available. 
Research has been undertaken to develop tests of hearing 
' for speech which do not involve the problems of semantics, 
context and learning. An example of this are the tests using 
synthetic vowels. The purpose for the development of these 
types of tests is to construct a test which would be easy to 
administer and to control with respect to intensity, frequency 
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and duration, Which would eliminate the semantic factor and 
which would still be a reliable predictive tool. It is felt 
that isolated phonemic units used as test stimuli would fulfill 
some of these requirements. 
Research in the clinical application of the findings of 
speech audiometry has shown its great value in this area. 
Speech audiometry supplies information which is an aid in the 
initial analysis of a patient's difficulty. Use of speech 
audiometry is particularly important in the cases of many hard 
of hearing persons Who fail to achieve as good discrimination 
for speech as the patterns of their pure tone losses would lead 
one to expect. An example of this is the elderly patient who 
often suffers from a condition known as phonemic regress:i.on. 
Speech audiometry is useful in determining which restora-
tive procedures are to be preferred in a particular case, as 
in the election of candidates for the fenestration operation. 
It aids in assessing the results of restorative surgery and 
medical treatment. Relative merits of different therapeutic 
measures may be evaluated on the basis of the improvement in 
hearing for speech which they yield. Speech audiometry findings 
can be a guide to the educational and rehabilitational manage-
ment which a patient should receive after treatment. These 
findings will help in determining Whether or not a patient 
needs or will profit from a hearing aid and in determining the 
effectiveness with which different aids may serve. These 
findings will aid in planning a rehabilitative program, 
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including speech therapy and lip reading. Evaluation of the 
benefits of such training is simplified by the repetition of 
the test after the conclusion of the program. 
Much knowledge about speech audiometry still needs to be 
amassed. As shown by the results of research in speech 
perception, existing word and sentence tests employ complex 
stimuli. The tester is only partly acquainted with the variable 
functions of these complex stimuli. The concern with face 
validity, that is to use speech to test hearing for speech, 
may be disadvantageous to test reliability. As stated before, 
perhaps with the use of existing test materials general behavior 
is being tested rather than hearing. This seems to be the 
main problem presented by speech audiometry at present. As 
stated by Beasley: 
"There is considerable indecision as to the 
content of speech-hearing tests. Distinctly 
different results can be obtained when due consider-
ation is given to the frequency composition of the 
test words. 11 1 
Another drawback to present speech audiometry methodology 
is that, unlike pure tone audiometry, there are linguistic 
bar riers which prohibit its complete internationalization. The 
auditory requirements of hearing for speech differ from language 
t o language and the auditory capacities to be tested are there-
fore not identical. Techniques of speech audiometry have to be 
developed independently for every language in which they are 
1Beasley, W. c. and Rosenwasser, H., nDetermining Factors 
in Composing and Analysing Speech-Hearing Tests" , Laryngoscope, 
60, P• 659 (1950). 
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used and their clinical application must be re-confirmed. 
Despite these drawbacks speech audiometry explores hearing 
with materials of high social significance thereby adding to 
the understanding of the practical limitations which a patient 
faces because of his hearing loss. Because of this, clinicians 
should apply speech audiometry to the evaluation of their 
patients and of the methodologies they are employing. 
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Summary 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study attempted to abstract and analyze recent 
resea rch in speech-hearing-testing to make available to speech 
teachers and therapists the information obtained and hypotheses 
set forth in this research. Two areas of investigation were 
included in this study; research in speech perception and 
research in the techniques and materials of speech-hearing-
testing. A brief background was presented to acquaint the 
reader with the general development in this area of testing up 
to 1950. The abstracts contained in this study covered 
research from 1950 up to the present date. 
Research in speech perception has pointed out factors 
which can help the speech teacher to evaluate his theories 
about the learning process and his approach to teaching speech 
and rehabilitating the speech handicapped. It can help him 
devise more useful and meaningful methods and materials of 
teaching. This research may help in the development of new 
techniques in speech-hearing testing, and the development of a 
new approach to therapeutic aids. It can help the clinician 
make a more thorough diagnosis of the perceptual difficulties 
of the hard of hearing. 
Research in speech audiometry has supplied a tool for 
measuring the individual's communicative adequacy in his own 
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society. This tool can significantly enhance the diagnosis of 
hearing losses and the planning of appropriate programs for 
rehabilitating hard of hearing patients. 
Conclusions 
Some authorities in the field of speech-hearing-testing 
have called these tests objective in nature. However, most 
authorities are cognizant of the fact that since present tests 
present complex stimuli they call for subjective responses. 
During the past few years several approaches to "objective" 
audiometry have been suggested. The most popular of these 
tests is the psychogalvanic skin resistance technique. Bordley 
and Hardy1 have pioneered in adapting this technique of 
"Psychogalvanic skin resistance" to audiometric testing and 
have achieved considerable success with it. Goodhill, Rehman, 
and Brockman, 2 in their summary of research in this technique 
of testing, state that it has been a significant contribution 
in otology. They conclude by stating that the interpretation 
of P.G.S.R. findings are valid only when compared and evaluated 
with other types of auditory testing such as the startle reflex 
and the pure-tone audiogram. vVhile this is a non-subjective 
test, the search for a truly objective approach continues. 
Another approach to "objective" audiometry has been the 
1Bordley, J. E. and Hardy, w. G., "A Study in Objective 
Audiometry with the Use of a Psychogalvanic Response", Annals 
of Otol., Rhino., and Laryng., 58, 751-760 (1949). 
2 Goodhill, v., Rehman, I., and Brockman, s., "Objective 
Skin Resistance Audiometry", Annals of Otol., Rhino., and 
Laryng., 63, 22-28 (1954). 
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use of electroencephalography. Perl, Galambos, and Glorigl 
did a study utilizing the electroencephalographic changes 
induced by sound as an objective indication of hearing. Adults 
with and without hearing loss were stimulated with clicks and 
pure tone bursts of known physical properties. The brain waves 
recorded concomitantly were then examined for changes that 
might be correlated with the stimuli. The authors tried to 
find whether a threshold for the appearance of EEG changes 
could be established, and whether that threshold, when deter-
mined, was related in a reliable manner to the subjective 
threshold determined by other means. These changes in the 
electroencephalogram followed auditory stimulation: 1) blocking 
of predominant activity in the waking record, 2) return to the 
waking pattern from the drowsy and spindle stages of sleep, 
3) positive or multiphasic potentials (with respect to both 
mastoids) in both the waking and drowsy record, 4) the K 
complex. When testing control and deaf subjects, EEG occurred 
frequently when the click was loud, and more rarely when it 
was faint. From such data predictions of hearing loss were 
made for a number of clinically deaf people. The predictions 
for the deaf were correct as judged by their losses as measured 
by a monitored speech test, especially in cases with little to 
moderate hearing impairment. Essentially normal thresholds 
were found for six subjects with functional deafness. This 
lperl, E. R., Galambos, R., and Glorig, A., "The Estimation 
of Hearing Threshold by Electroencephalography11 , Electroenceph. 
Clin. Neuro. J., 5, 3-14 (1953). 
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suggests that the EEG click test may be of use to distinguish 
between "organic" and "non-organic" deafness. 
Rosenblith1 presents a summary of some experiments 
concerned with the electrical activity of the auditory nervous 
system. The author states that about a quarter of a century 
ago it became possible to record electrical responses to 
acoustic stimuli from animals. Most of the psychophysical 
functions extant refer to pure tone stimuli. Electrophysiolo-
gists discovered rather quickly that the higher levels of the 
unaided human visual system are clearly unable to follow in 
frequency those pure tones that evoke behavioral responses 
from the total organism. Experiments have been conducted in 
which the stimuli have been brief clicks; i.e., impulsive 
stimuli that have frequency components throughout the response 
range of our acoustic transducer. He states: 
"The conclusions to be drawn from studies of the 
electrical activity of the auditory nervous system 
have both their interest and their limitations. These 
investigations are no panacea for those who would like 
to understand the normal and pathological reactions of 
man in response to acoustic stimuli. They have focused 
the attention of those who are interested in complex 
auditory discrimination processes-such as speech 
communication-upon the role of temporal processes. 
They have forced a statistical view of the behavior of 
the auditory system •••• The interaction of electro-
physiological, behavioral, and psychophysical studies 
should help us to2 a better understanding of what we mean by hearing." 
lRosenbli th, W. A., "Electrical Responses from the 
Auditory Nervous System", Annals of Otol., Rhino., and 
Laryng., 63, 839-859 (1954). 
2 Ibid., P• 859. 
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The author has long held the opinion that conventional 
pure tone audiometry could be supplemented advantageously by 
measurements in which clicks and other acoustically complex 
sounds would be used as stimuli. Such tests would get at 
certain temporal and dynamic characteristics of the speech 
reception process without running into complications of a verbal 
or evens emantic nature. These studies in "objective" audio-
metry may make a vital contribution to the development of new 
materials in speech-hearing-testing. 
As a result of the findings of research in the areas of 
speech perception and speech-hearing testing, further research 
should take two directions. The first is research in the 
application of the findings of information theory and speech 
perception studies to methods of teaching speech and speech 
therapy. The second is the application of these findings to 
the development of test materials in speech-hearing testing 
which would increase their reliability and make them more 
11 objective 11 in content. 
/ 
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